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P. 5. Smokotina D.V. ARSA: PLACE ON THE MAP. The geography of the well-known trading way remains, probably, less investigated, than a history of a way «from vikings to arabs» as a whole. Following instructions of medieval authors, researchers restore on particles geography of this trading way in VII–IX Centuries, its routes and an arrangement of stations on all its extent, borders of territories of the East-Slavic and the Finno-Ugric breeding unions along a trading way, involving more than data from auxiliary disciplines. However, the given area of researches still rather long time will put researchers in position of the medieval traveller who has gone on searches of the country or people, which at all on hearing but which site is known to nobody. One of the significant moments in the field of geography of a trading way recognizes one of the oldest stories of the Arabian authors about three centers of Russians – Slava, Cuiaba and Arsa. This article is about Arsa, the third center of Russian. Thus, in view of informations of written sources and the archeological facts, existing hypotheses about localization of Arsa are considered and the hypothesis about localization of Arsa in Prikamye is argumented.
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P. 18. Sankin E.V. DEVELOPMENT DINAMICS AND REGIONAL STRUCTURE OF FISHERY IN WEST SIBERIA IN THE 19th – early 20th CENTURY. The article analyzes the development of major regions of fishery in West Siberia in the 19th – early 20th centuries as well as the forms and scale of employment in this kind of economic activity.
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P. 41. Ilyina V.A. ABOUT FORMS INDUSTRIAL EXPLORATION OF RUSSIAN NORTHERN EAST IN 1920 – 1930 (ON EXAMPLE OF THE KAMCHATKA`S JOINT STOCK COMPANY). The article focuses on the special forms industrial exploration and development of Russian Northern-East in 1920-1930. One of them was Kamchatka’s Joint Stock Company. During short period – from 1927 till 1939 the Company had been determined economical and social-cultural life of a huge area, including Kamchatka, Chukotka, the Pacific and Arctic Ocean shore, Bering Islands. These areas, being hardly explored and undeveloped had turned soon into industrial and agricultural regions, firmly integrated into the economical structure of the USSR.
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P. 45. Nekrasov V.L., Chromov E.A. THE PARTY, REGIONAL, CORPORATIVE GROUPS OF INTERESTS AT THE PLANNING OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WESTERN SIBERIAN OIL AND GAS PROVINCE (1961-1965). Using the extensive historical material – archives, memoriars, periodicals, and research of the modern scientists the author analyses the party, regional and corporate groups of interest at the planning of the development of the Western-Siberian oil and gas province. It is analyzed the regional projection with special Emphasis on influence of regional party bodies, the councils of the national economy and the corporations of gas, petroleum, geology and planning.
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WORLD HISTORY

P. 54. Khakhalkina E.V. PARTICIPATION OF GREAT BRITAIN IN THE EUROPEAN FREE TRADE AREA ASSOCIATION (EFTA) AND FIRST APPLICATION OF THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT OF H. MACMILLAN TO JOIN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES (1960 - August 1961). The article reveals reasons and process of working out of European Free Trade Area Convention 1960 and analyzes the consequences of its realization for Great Britain as one of the leaders of EFTA. Factors influenced on the decision of British Government to join the European Communities at the beginning of the 1960s are also considered in the article.

P. 69. Suprigina G.G. JEWISH MUSEUM IN BERLIN. After long discussion in 1988 year it was decided to create the Jewish museum, devoting to centuries–old german-jewish history. It was
being built during 10 years by a design of one of famous architectures of the world, the adherent of a deconstructivism Daniel Liebeskind. During two years untill the exposition were not set up in the museum it was being worked as an architectural museum. Bat even after official opening the specialists consider that sometimes Liebeskind succeeded to reflect in architectural forms a phenomen of yewish history in Germany more adequate than the expositions did.
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P. 85. Nefedova E.V. SECURITY COMMUNITY THEORY IN THE WORKS OF KARL DEUSCH AND HIS SUCCESSORS. This article examines the evolution of security community theory from the 1950-s to the present days. Despite all the attempts of modern researchers to establish stricter theoretical framework, the original Deutschean piece still holds. The main issue for the current development of the theory is to determine the right combination of material and constructivist aspects.
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P. 93. Dolgushev D.V. RUSSIA’S SPECIAL ROLE IN THE WORLD ENERGY MARKET. The article analyzes the specific position of Russia in the world energy market and evaluates the prospects of the Russian energy market development.

Key words: Russia, the USA, energy policy.

METHODOLOGY OF HISTORY

P. 105. Nikolaeva I. Yu. NATIONAL SELF CONCIOUSNESS AND NATIONAL MYTHS AS A PROBLEM OF THE CONTEMPORARY TEACHING AND EDUCATION. The article analyzes the crisis situation of the present-day historic consciousness of Russians and its influence on the contents of the teaching literature on Russian history.
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P. 116. Yablokov I.A. ON SOME MYTHOLOGICAL ARCHETYPES OF CONSPIRACY CONSTRUCTYIONS (USING THE NATION OF ISLAM’S LEADERS TEXTS). The article is devoted to the phenomena of «conspiracy theory» in contemporary world. Using some theories widely spreaded in afroamerican society author shows mythological nature of «conspiracy theory». Author also notes attention on main motives of conspirological myth-creating.
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